You are invited to submit abstracts for papers and/or posters for the 2024 annual meeting of the Southern Demographic Association (SDA). You are also invited to suggest topics for panels and poster sessions. The 2024 annual meeting of the SDA will be held in Savannah, GA with the local arrangements organized by Joseph Lariscy.

Presentations of research in both applied and academic demography are welcome as are related topics in economics, sociology, geography, political science, public health, epidemiology, and psychology. Although SDA is known for regional emphases and membership, the Association encourages the membership and participation of individuals from any region of the country or world. The structure of presentations is flexible; potential contributors are encouraged to not only send abstracts for individual research papers and posters, but also for complete sessions, thematic sessions, panel discussions, and more!

Please email Joseph Lariscy (jlariscy@tamu.edu), 2024 program chair, with any questions regarding a potential submission. Presentations by (or co-authored with) students are especially welcome; they can offer a student a significant first professional meeting experience. SDA also awards cash prizes to the best undergraduate and to the best graduate student paper.

All proposals and abstracts should be submitted by Friday, July 5, 2024 at 11:59pm CDT through the following Google Form: SDA Abstract Submissions. The submission form will ask you for your name, email address, institutional affiliation(s), the name(s) of any co-authors (or other presenters if you are proposing a session), paper title, descriptions of paper/poster/topic of proposed session in 250 words or less, and preferred session type.

During the meeting, SDA will announce the 2024 winners of three awards:

- **E. Walter Terrie Award** for “the best paper presented at the SDA Annual Meeting on an applied topic, especially one relating to state and local demography”
  - Send nominations to sdaabstracts@gmail.com

- **Everett S. Lee Outstanding Graduate Student Paper Award** (1 paper per 1st author)
  - Send nominations to studentawards@sdademography.org

- **Outstanding Undergraduate Paper Award** (1 paper per 1st author)
  - Send nominations to studentawards@sdademography.org

All paper award submissions must be made by 11:59pm CDT on Friday, September 13, 2024 to their respective email addresses noted above.

Questions? Contact Joseph Lariscy, Program Chair (jlariscy@tamu.edu) or see more details at http://sda-demography.org/Awards.
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